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REWMESSAGE,C,80
1 "Many say the casino is rigged....but I don't.....just watch your bets tho!"
2 "It's said that confucious can give energy to hunt further into day!!"
3 "I found out that confucious can give energy to battle other warriors too!"
2 "The alchemist will give Warlocks better deals then others!!"
1 "Watch assassins, they can get into the boarding houses by sneaking!!!!"
2 "Some say the Dragon likes to hunt the warriors in their campsites!"
3 "Your charisma will let you flirt more effectively...the higher it is!"
1 "Many challenge others in town and fight it out when they have problems!"
2 "Watch because the Keeper at the Boarding Houses can be bribed!"
3 "Don't underestimate the Dragon...he may be old....but its told he is strong!"
2 "It's better to make allies then enemies...when survival is at stake!"
1 "Remember tho, If you are powerful....someone weaker is looking to get you!"
2 "Your defense lessens your enemies blows on you in battle!"
3 "Don't underestimate others....your level adds to your ability to fight!!!"
4 "The Alchemist will trade crystals found in the woods for special potions!"
5 "Legend has it that the Dragon was once a man...Haha....isnt a joke......"
4 "I've learned one thing from this town...That confucious is crazy!"
3 "Remember,to error is human,....to do it on purpose is evil!!"
2 "Always look to your mistakes and learn as much from them as possible!"
1 "The instructor's, charge for their services to train you!"
2 "Watch writing letters to married couples,the spouse will steal the letter!"
3 "Marriage has its advantages....and its disadvantages!"
2 "Losses are just ways of learning the hard way what you must do!"
1 "Leave as much or your gold in the Treasury when not needed!!"
5 "It is said that the Dragon has a curse......Hmmm....Can't remeber what tho!"
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